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1. Problem Statement and Background 

 

In 2004, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) defined assistive technology as 

“any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially off the shelf, 

modified, or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities”. 

Assistive devices can increase an individual’s independence and they are tools that help bridge 

the functional gap when individuals experience difficulty with completing tasks of daily living. 

Across the nation, there are organizations that facilitate increased participation for individuals 

with disabilities through providing access to support services and assistive devices. In Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, Community Living And Support Services (CLASS) was founded in 1951. CLASS 

is a non-profit organization that offers services to adults and family services of those who have a 

disability. The organization offers a program for adults to participate in classes that teach 

vocational and daily living skills such as, cooking, computers, and mathematics. This specific 

program works with individuals with a range of physical and cognitive disabilities, including 

individuals with cerebral palsy, traumatic brain injury, and autism [1]. 

Our team shadowed at CLASS for a few weeks and observed a wide variety of needs based on 

the students’ and instructors’ daily activities. We attended the students’ lunch hour and morning 

announcements in addition to a multitude of classes (art, computer, mathematics, gardening, 

cooking, creative writing). While observing, we conducted individual and group interviews with 

both the students and teachers regarding potential needs within the overall CLASS environment. 

Through our team’s interviews and observations, we recognized the need for a device that would 

aid individuals with reading. Our team identified three personas of potential clients that could 

benefit from an assistive reading device: users who have difficulty holding open a book, users 

who have difficulty turning pages, and users who have unilateral hand function. All users are 

also powered wheelchair users.  

A) User has difficulty holding a book open: Individuals struggled to hold open their 

reading materials. Due to their limited dexterity, the pages and covers of the books would 

flow freely and not lay flat on the table - making reading one full page a difficult task. 

B) User has difficulty turning pages: Individuals had difficulty with picking up the pages 

as well as lifting one page at a time.  

C) User has unilateral hand function: Individuals had difficulty with using only one hand 

to manipulate objects. In terms of reading, we noticed individuals with unilateral hand 

function having a hard time holding down the book and turning pages in a time-efficient 

manner. This process required numerous steps and maneuvers in order to get to next 

page.  

Reading can be a laborious and consuming task for users who have physical limitations to 

holding the book open and turning the pages. Our goal was to design a device that reliably 

addresses our clients’ needs.  
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Mission Statement 

Our device will prop up novels, hold them open, and aid in turning pages to improve people with 

limited hand dexterity independence while reading. 

2. Methods & Outcomes 

We followed a standard design process of benchmarking, identifying user needs, concept 

generation, concept selection, and prototyping to develop our assistive device [2]. To begin the 

design process, the team conducted benchmarking of the products currently used at CLASS as 

well as commercially available products. CLASS currently does not offer any form of an 

assistive reading device to its clients. From our research on current products on the market, we 

discovered several assistive reading devices. This included products that aid in holding books 

open as well as products that assist with turning pages; however, there was a very limited amount 

of devices that both hold the book open and aid with page turning [3-6]. Limitations of those 

devices included the lack of combing holding a book open and assistance with turning pages. 

The devices researched that can complete both tasks, limit users to a fixed number of pages that 

need to be setup by a caregiver. Additionally, none of the commercially available devices found 

met all of our users’ needs for the individuals at CLASS.  

From our client interviews we establish a list of user needs for our device. These needs included 

safety, the ability to hold up and open a book, the ability to adjust the book to different reading 

angles, and the ability to independently turn pages one at a time. In order to address our clients’ 

needs, we divided the device into two sub-components, a page turning mechanism and a book 

holder.  

Page Turner 

We began to study simple 

mechanisms that could be reliable 

in turning one page at a time, while 

not blocking any material on the 

page. After initial research, we 

started the concept generation phase 

with sketching. Through a series of 

drafting sessions and Pugh matrices (Figure 1), we made progress towards a first prototype. The 

Pugh matrix helped us narrow down our concept sketches of a sticky tipped pen, a sticky 

surfaced glove, a mechanical turning mechanism, and a mechanism controlled by an electronic 

button (Figure 2), to a few final ideas. These ideas were further analyzed with client input on the 

Figure 1: Pugh matrix comparing four page turning ideas. The ideas were rated on a 
scale of 1-5 where 1 represents the idea not meeting the user need and 5 represents 
fully satisfying the user need. This matrix demonstrated that the glove idea was the 
least favorable and the glove idea was not pursued further. 

Figure 2: Initial concept sketches. Left to Right: electronic page turner operated through a button, sticky tipped pen, mechanical lever, glove 
with stick surface. 
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sketches. Taking all of this into account, we developed 

our first prototype which included the adhesive tipped 

pen to pick up pages of the book (Figure 3). 

 After gathering our clients’ initial feedback on this 

first prototype, it became apparent that the use of an 

adhesive device did not give the client the 

independence and reliability we were striving for. The 

amount of force required to stick and lift one page was 

more force than the clients could reliably apply. One 

client was only able to turn 4 single pages with the 

stick sabre out of 10 trials. When the same client used 

her hands (no device), she was able to turn 6 single pages out of 10 trials. The addition of this 

device actually made manipulating the pages harder. 

After the trials of the first prototype, we went back to the 

concept generation phase and looked for design inspiration 

from page manipulating products on the market. This 

additional research led us to our second prototype which 

utilized a new page turning mechanism - a wheel system. 

This mechanism sat at the bottom of the page and would 

roll up a page for the clients to easily grab and flip over 

(Figure 4). This worked functionally, but not practically. 

The wheel was obstructive to the words on the page. The 

clients’ verbal feedback on this concept was much more 

positive. The device allowed the clients to more easily 

separate the pages and pick up a single page at a time. However, the wheel blocked the readers 

line of sight when trying to read words on the bottom of the page. Another complaint was the 

amount of effort needed to turn the wheel and the effort needed to remove the looped page from 

underneath the wheel. The design was an improvement, but still needed some innovation. 

Lastly, we realized the use of a rolling apparatus, as seen 

similarly in printers, could be the solution (Figure 5). So, we 

moved toward a system with two smaller wheels that were 

positioned on the vertical edge of the page. These wheels 

were out of the way of the words and could provide more 

surface area for contact with the page.  

After the creation of each prototype, our client feedback 

highlighted the revisions necessary to make our final 

design best suit our clients’ needs.  

Book Holder 

The goal of the book holder was to hold open a book, prop up a book at different angles, and 

accommodate various novel sizes. The book holder had two iterations. A similar process as 

Figure 3: Front and side images of the first prototype. This 
prototype includes the sticky tipped pen as well as a 
modular hose for positioning. The modular hose would 
allow for one to clip the holder to a surface or have the 
holder free-standing on a surface, as seen. 

Figure 4: Testing the second page turning prototype 
which used a large wheel to “loop up” the page and 
create a “page bubble”. This loop concept enabled 
the client to more easily separate the novel’s pages 
from each other. 

Figure 5: Prototype with a rolling mechanism that 
utilizes knob to turn the wheel for the page turning 
aspect. The rubber on the rolling mechanism is the 
same rubber used on printer rollers.  
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described for the page turner concept selection was sued for designing the first book holder 

iteration. Once again we spent time in the concept generation phase and then utilized both Pugh 

matrices and client feedback to determine the design of our initial holder.  The first iteration 

involved a modular hose that could either be clipped to a client's power wheelchair or be 

arranged into a stand (Figure 3). This design proved to be time consuming to setup. To maneuver 

the holder, each section of the hose had to be twisted. When this was demonstrated to the 

teachers at CLASS they publicized time concerns. 

Additionally, there were potential stability issues with 

applying a force to the book holder to turn pages while in 

mid-air.  

The second design was a table top holder (Figure 6). To 

adjust for reading angles one moves a bar attached to the back 

of the holder into different slots. This allowed for about 4 

different reading angles to be achieved for the clients. Even 

though it did not have six degrees of freedom, the design 

proved to be stable and quick to setup.  

3. Description of Final Design 

The final design of our assistive reading device incorporates the printer-inspired wheel 

mechanism and table top holder (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: Final prototype (dimensions: 16” x 14.5” x 4”) This prototype utilizes printer rollers for the page turning mechanism. These rollers 
are activated by a geared lever. Additionally, the prototype has an angle adjusting holder.   

Together these two concepts allow our clients to more easily separate and turn pages while their 

novel is stabilized in a holder.  

Page Turner 

The page turning mechanism utilizes two printer roller sets. The rollers are turned using a geared 

lever in a 1:2 ratio, where a half turn of the lever moves the rollers one full rotation. The turning 

motion of the rollers separates the pages from each other by move the top page towards the 

center of the book. This action also creates a “page bubble”, where the page is more accessible 

by the user (Figure 4).  

The two rollers are connected to the lever through an aluminum rod. This rod is fixed by two 

arms that allow for adjustability. One can adjust the locations of the rollers and rod through 

Figure 6: The second book holding prototype is 
displayed here. The prototype involves a flat 
baseboard along with an angle adjusting stand.  
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loosening and tightening a set screw. This should be adjusted for each novel placed in the device. 

This adjustment should be completed by the individual who sets up the device for the client. 

Furthermore, there are two elastic bands that add resistance to the page turning mechanism. 

These elastic bands help ensure that only one page is separate each time the lever is moved. The 

elastic bands also help stabilize the book within the holder. 

Lastly, to fully turn a page it needs to be secured on the other side of the book. To accomplish 

this task, we propped a piece of elastic thermoplastic on a fulcrum to allow for enough give to 

affix the turned page under the page holder.  

Book Holder 

The table top design allows for angle adjustment in addition to holding various book sizes and 

pages in place while reading. The book is secured in the holder with the aforementioned elastic 

straps, a plastic lip to hold the book on the stand, and the page turning mechanism (the wheels 

and page holders).  

The novel’s position can be adjusted from an angle of 0 degrees to 20, depending upon the setup 

of the propping mechanism. To change the angle at which the stand holds the book, one would 

move the position of the rod attached to the back into the different preset slots.  

The novel setup was not designed to be completed by the clients. Instead a trained caregiver or 

assistant should appropriately adjust the various components for the client’s novel. 

Testing Methods 

To evaluate the various iterations of our design, we developed product specifications and testing 

methods that described our users’ needs. Table 1 shows the testing methods for our top client 

needs. These needs were prioritized by our team as the needs that our device should focus on 

initially satisfying. We performed our concept testing in the design lab as well as during client 

visits.  

Table 1: Test methods for our primary needs (metric column). The table also provides the marginal value representing the lowest bar we 

will be satisfied with our device meeting. The table also provides our ideal values, the bar at which we hoped our final device would meet. 

We used these testing methods throughout the prototyping process to see the progress made by each prototype.  

Metric Units 
Marginal 

Value 

Ideal 

Value 
Testing Methods 

Novel held open Y/N Y Y 

Place novel in holder and ensure pages remain open for 10 minutes (words 

should not be obscured on the pages and the pages should not move/turn by 

themselves). 

Client independently 

turns page 
Y/N Y Y User can independently turn a page 15 times in a row. 

Client independently 

turns page 
Y/N Y Y User can independently turn a page in less than 10 seconds. 

Client is satisfied with 

turning pages 
Y/N Y Y 

Provide the user with a questionnaire regarding his/her level of satisfaction 

with the method of turning pages. 
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Turns one page Y/N Y Y User can turn one page, per instance. 

Safety (no sharp edges) Y/N Y Y 
Provide the user with a questionnaire regarding their comfort with the devices 

safety. Observe no sharp edges. 

Weight capacity LBs 3lb 4lb Place a 4lb book in the book holder and observe stability. 

 

4. Cost 

Our team had a $500 budget to design, test, and build our assistive reading device. The final cost 

to produce our device was about $150. This included the costs for 3D printing, various 

thermoplastics, aluminum rods, fasteners, printer rollers, gears, and springs. These materials 

were used both in the prototyping process in addition to the final product.  

5. Significance 

 

The READ ABLE device aids in holding novels open while turning and fastening pages. It gives 

people with limited hand dexterity the ability to navigate through pages of a book while keeping 

a page’s material in clear view for any reading angle. This added independence will reduce the 

impact that a physical disability may have on reading and learning. 

  

The reliable and flexible design of our reading device allows for a quick set up and space to 

increase multitasking capabilities for everyone that uses it.  We believe this device is more than a 

book holder, it may be one method to help people with physical motor impairments to achieve 

their highest intellectual potential.  
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